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We consider the problem of a decision maker (DM) who must choose among a set of
alternatives offered by different information senders (ISs). Each alternative is characterized
by finitely many characteristics. We assume that the DM and the ISs have their own per-
ception of the available alternatives. These perceptions are reflected by the evaluations
provided for the characteristics of the alternatives and the order of importance assigned
to the characteristics. Due to these subjective components, the DM may not envision the
exact alternative that an IS describes, even when a complete description of the alternative
is provided. These subjective biases are common in the literature analyzing the effect of
framing on the behavior of the DMs. This paper provides a normative setting illustrating
how the DMs should consider these differences in perception when interacting with other
DMs. We design an evaluation criterion that allows the DM to generate a reliability ranking
on the set of ISs and, hence, to quantify the likelihood of choosing any alternative. This
ranking is based on the existing differences between the preference order of the DM and
those of the ISs. Our results constitute a novel approach to choice and search under uncer-
tainty that enhances the findings of the expected utility literature. We provide several
examples to demonstrate the applicability of the method proposed and exhibit the efficacy
of the ranking criterion designed.

� 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

It is widely known in the social sciences that decision makers (DMs) are highly sensitive to the way and the order in
which information is presented to them. This fact is referred to as the framing effect and imposes a subjective bias in the
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choices of DMs. The literature on the framing effect encompasses several disciplines, ranging from psychology to economics.
Kahneman and Tversky [28] provide an extensive description of the literature in both fields. In particular, as emphasized by
Gächter et al. [20], this effect prevails even among those academics who study it, mainly experimental economists.

Thus, the order in which the characteristics of a choice object are described to the DMs is fundamental in determining
their behavior. Similarly, the way in which an information sender (IS) describes a given choice object reflects the subjective
importance assigned to each one of the characteristics of the object. To our knowledge, a formalization of the normative
framework determining the behavior of the DMs when interacting with others while acknowledging this fact has not been
provided in the literature.

The aim of this paper is to define an ordinal criterion that allows the DMs to generate a ranking based on the differences
existing between their preference order and those of the ISs. Indeed, the main characteristics of a product according to a DM
are generally given a more detailed and careful description than those considered as secondary. For example, when writing a
paper, we academics highlight those results and implications that we consider more relevant and develop and explain them
to a greater extent than those we consider as secondary. When selecting a research paper or book to read, we concentrate on
the main features described by the authors and compare them to those we prioritize in our own research. In the same way,
preference similarity and common reactions to news, illustrating the common/coordinated interests existing between inves-
tors, have been shown to determine their investment behavior [1,26].

In the current paper, the order in which information is displayed by the ISs will directly affect the choices made by the
DMs. Operational researchers and computer scientists have already started considering the elicitation of product character-
istics and valuations from the text that describes it. For example, [21] illustrate how characteristic and value pairs can be
reliably extracted from textual product descriptions.

1.2. State of the art

Several academic disciplines deal with the search, choice and exchange problems of DMs. These problems are analyzed
from substantially different perspectives depending on the discipline. We will concentrate on the main findings provided by
the consumer choice, psychology, marketing and economic literatures from an applied perspective. A common starting point
to all these disciplines is the fact that the DMs must decide whether or not to purchase a product given their evaluation of its
characteristics. These evaluations are assumed to be based on the DMs’ subjective perception of the product and determine
the likelihood of the DMs purchasing the product.

In consumer choice, the acquisition of a product and the basis of models such as the technology adoption one rely on the
relevant characteristics of the product and their importance considered from the DM’s point of view. See, among others,
Brown et al. [8], Blackwell et al. [7], Davis [11], Davis et al. [12], Dillon and Morris [17], Hess et al. [24], Shackel [41], and
Venkatesh et al. [48].

Psychologists studying the behavior of consumers have found that characteristics are ranked based on their order of
importance and their influence on the attitude of the DMs towards the product. See, for instance, Jaccard et al. [27] and
Kimmel [29]. In particular, Fishbein [18] shows that the attitude towards a product is generally defined as the weighted
sum of the DM’s beliefs regarding its salient characteristics.

Several marketing papers [5–7,22,33,39] have illustrated empirically how the attitude of the DMs towards a product can
be described as a function of the relative importance of each characteristic and the DMs’ belief regarding the performance of
the product on each characteristic.

The economic literature has given considerable importance to the improvement of characteristics when dealing with the
introduction of new products in the market [23]. Furthermore, it introduced the idea of defining products as vectors of char-
acteristics [31]. Nevertheless, it has not pursued this specific line of research when analyzing market exchange
environments.

Finally, information scientists have also dealt with the behavior of DMs when facing an uncertain environment with
choices determined by multiple characteristics. Their contributions are developed at a more formal level and generally fol-
low a fuzzy environment approach to account for the frictions caused by the uncertainty. See, among others, Aliev et al. [3,4],
Di Caprio et al. [15] and Tavana et al. [44].

1.3. Contribution

We consider the problem of a DM who must rank several alternatives described by other DMs, who are referred to as
information senders (ISs). Each alternative consists of a fixed number of characteristics. We assume that each IS is endowed
with a preference order on the characteristics of the alternative he is offering to the DM and that this fact affects their
description of the alternative. The preference order of each IS will generally differ from that of the DM and those of the other
ISs.

Thus, a DM whose preference order does not exactly coincide with that of the IS, a fact that is directly reflected in the
order in which the characteristics are described, should expect a larger friction in the evaluation of the alternative than if
the orders were to exactly coincide. In this latter case, the IS will provide a more detailed and careful description of the char-
acteristics that the DM considers more important. Detailed descriptions allow the DM to form a more reliable expectation of
the product to be obtained from an exchange.
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Following the consumer behavior and marketing approaches to choice under uncertainty [34,38], we will assume that the
DM chooses to interact with the IS that he considers most reliable while providing the highest expected utility.

Tavana et al. [44] propose a theoretical model where each DM is endowed with a product. The DMs are aware of the fact
that they do not perceive the characteristics of the products in the same way and define their beliefs based on these differ-
ences in perception. The DMs’ beliefs are used to construct their subjective expected utility derived from each alternative.
The authors illustrate how the DMs may agree to exchange products and end up with a less preferred product that the
one they initially owned. This is the case even if strategic reporting is excluded from the model. However, Tavana et al.
[44] make no attempt to quantify the distance among the perceptions of the DMs. Also, the authors do not consider the prob-
lem of ranking several alternatives.

We introduce a novel and easy to implement ranking criterion on which the DMs can base their choice from a set of alter-
natives described by different ISs. We will base the reliability between the DMs and the ISs on the ordinal properties of the
preferences defining the utility functions of the DMs [14]. This will be done in a fully cooperative environment where all
valuation frictions are reflected in the order of the characteristics chosen to describe the alternatives being considered.
That is the information transmitted by the ISs is assumed to be truthful and reliable in the following sense.

(a) We do not consider strategic reporting between the ISs and the DMs. The capacity of the ISs to misrepresent the infor-
mation content transmitted to the DMs has been widely studied in the economic literature [2,13,32].

(b) We do not consider linguistic imprecisions in the description of the alternatives by the ISs as is the case in several
fuzzy variants of the decision making literature; see, among others, Aliev et al. [3,4].

We introduce two novel indexes to quantify the differences between the order assigned by the DM on the characteristics
of an alternative and that assigned by the ISs. Namely,

� A coordination index, in order to measure the shortest distance between the position of the most valued characteristic in
the DM’s order and that of the same characteristic in the order of each IS.
� A synchronization index, in order to measure the pairwise distances between the order position assigned by the DM to

each characteristic and the order positions assigned to the same characteristics by each IS.

Both these indexes will be combined to define a composite index that allows the DMs to weight and rank the expected
utility values of the alternatives proposed by the ISs. We will provide several examples to demonstrate the applicability of
the method proposed and exhibit the efficacy of the ranking criterion designed.

The main research areas where the results obtained can be directly applied are the following.

(a) The analysis of (bilateral or multilateral) economic exchange settings where an ordered description of a set of product
characteristics is provided by the ISs to the DMs [44]. This type of information structure applies also to online search
environments, where consumers are presented with a set of product characteristics displayed within several links
when browsing through different websites [10].

(b) A second area of application follows from online search environments and concentrates on the agent recommenda-
tions provided to the DMs based on their purchasing history [35,40,43]. These recommendations involve the descrip-
tion of a series of product characteristics by unknown third parties to the DM. Absent credibility and trust
considerations [19,30], the DM must choose which one among the recommendations available to follow.

(c) Finally, a similar approach must be considered when deciding what project to undertake or how to proceed with one
already being developed based on the different descriptions provided by third parties [37,47]. This scenario can take
place within a given production chain [42,36] with DMs subject to time pressure constraints [25,9].

The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we define the basic concepts and notations. In Section 3, we model the point
of view of the ISs and the DM. We introduce relative coordination and synchronization indexes in Sections 4 and 5, respec-
tively, and compare them numerically in Section 6. Both these indexes are combined together in Section 7 to define the ordi-
nal reliability ranking criterion proposed in the paper. Section 8 summarizes the main findings and suggests potential
extensions.
2. Basic concepts and notations

We consider the problem of a DM who must rank n alternatives: all alternatives belong to the same category of choice
objects; each alternative consists of a certain number of characteristics; each alternative is offered by an IS; each IS provides
the DM with a description of the characteristics of the alternative that he is offering.

If, for instance, the DM is a consumer interested in purchasing a bottle of wine from a set, then the set of alternatives is a
set of n bottles of wine each of them produced by a certain seller. If the DM is the head manager of a firm/corporation who
must select a project to finance, then the set of alternatives is a set of n project portfolios/folders each of them proposed by a
certain applicant.
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Each alternative is characterized by finitely many characteristics that the corresponding IS must describe to the DM. In
the case of a consumer buying a wine bottle, for example, the alternatives consist of several characteristics, such as
%vol; price; color; flavor and smell. Similarly, in the case of a head manager selecting a project, the alternatives consist of char-
acteristics such as cost, time, manpower, quality and reliability.

Henceforth, we will use the following notations:

� D will denote the DM.
� n will denote a fixed, but arbitrary, integer value indicating the number of alternatives and, hence, of ISs.
� For every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n; Si will denote the i-th IS.
� For every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n;Ai will denote the alternative that Si offers and describes to D.
� C will denote the set of all existing alternatives; the alternatives Ai offered by the ISs form only a subset of C.
� D will denote the set all the characteristics of the alternatives in C.
� jDj will denote the cardinality of the set D.
� For every d 2 D;Xd will denote the set of all possible values that can be assigned to the d-th characteristic of the alterna-

tives in C.

� For every d 2 D and every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n; xd
i
½Ai�will denote the value in Xd that Si assigns to the d-th characteristic of the alter-

native Ai.

� For every d 2 D and every A 2 C; xd
D
½A� will denote the value in Xd that D would assign to the d-the characteristic of the

alternative A.
� R will denote the set of real numbers.
� The symbol > stands for the standard linear order on the set R.
Remark 1. The set Xd contains all possible evaluations that each Si can provide for the d-th characteristic of the
alternative Ai. In real life problems, the set Xd consists of either quantitative or qualitative evaluations. Suppose, for example,
that Ai is a bottle of wine. Then, a quantitative characteristic could be the price, while an example of qualitative
characteristic could be the flavor. The price could range from $10 to $100, but the values that may be assigned to flavor
cannot be quantified exactly. The evaluations for flavor can be assumed to belong to a set of the form
fnot aðdÞ; almost not aðdÞ; lowly aðdÞ; not very aðdÞ; regularly aðdÞ; very aðdÞ; highly aðdÞ; extremely aðdÞg, where aðdÞ
stands for an adjective describing the flavor. Thus, if d is a quantitative characteristic, Xd can be easily identified with an inter-
val of real numbers. On the other hand, if d is a qualitative characteristic, Xd can be considered a linguistic variable. Linguistic
values similar to the ones used above are common in the literature on fuzzy decision making. See, among the most recent
papers, [45,46,44]. In this paper, Xd is just a set of values: the fact that this values can be numerical or linguistic does not play
any role in the development of our results. �

3. Subjective perceptions and subjective descriptions

The basic assumption we consider in this paper is the following:

Assumption 0. Each one among D; S1, . . ., Sn has a subjective perception of each of the alternatives and, hence, of the values
to assign to the characteristics of the alternatives. �

As a consequence, Si will describe the alternative Ai using a set of evaluations (one per characteristic) in general different
from the one that D would use. The order in which Si decides to describe the characteristics will also be different from the
one that D would use.

Given Assumption 0, it is natural to analyze both how the ISs proceed in order to construct the descriptions of the alter-
natives that are subsequently checked by the DM and how the DM interprets and uses such descriptions. We propose the
following theoretical framework.

3.1. Information senders’ viewpoint

Let us consider first Si’s perception of alternative Ai. The subjective perception that Si has of Ai must be reflected both by
the evaluations that Si provides for the characteristics of Ai and by the order in which he provides them.

Thus, we can assume the ISs to behave according to the following two working assumptions.

Assumption IS.1. For every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n; Si defines a linear order .i on D, that is, a binary relation on D satisfying irreflexivity
(8d 2 D; d .i d does not hold), comparability (8d; d0 2 D, either d .i d0 or d0 .i d) and transitivity (8d; d0; d00 2 D; d .i d0 and d0 .i d00

imply d .i d00). On the basis of the linear order .i; Si linearly orders the characteristics of Ai from the most to the less preferred
one as follows:
di
1 .i di

2 .i � � � .i di
jDj: � ð1Þ
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Assumption IS.2. For every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n; Si identifies Ai with the list of jDj evaluations that he assigns to the characteristics of
Ai. Si lists the evaluations from the one corresponding to the most preferred characteristic to the one corresponding to the
less preferred one. In symbols:
Ai��
Si xdi

1

i
½Ai�; xdi

2

i
½Ai�; . . . ; xdi

jDj

i
½Ai�

� �
ð2Þ
where the symbol ��
Si means ‘‘identification according to Si’s viewpoint’’. �
Definition 1. For every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n, the ordered jDj-tuple of Eq. (2) will be referred to as the full and truthful description of the
alternative Ai according to Si’s viewpoint. �
Assumption IS.3. For every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n; Si makes available to D the full and truthful description of the alternative Ai from his
viewpoint. �

If D checks the full description of the alternative Ai, then he knows not only the values that Si assigns to the characteristics
of Ai, but also which order of importance Si gives to the characteristics. If D decides (or is forced) to check only an initial seg-
ment of this full description, then he will know the values only of the characteristic which matter more to Si.

3.2. Decision maker’s viewpoint

In this section, we complete the behavioral assumptions of our model by considering the viewpoint of the DM D. We
assume the following.

Assumption D.1. The DM D defines his own linear order . on D, according to which he orders the characteristics of all the
alternatives in C (and, hence, those of all the Ai) from the most to the less preferred one as follows:
dD
1 . dD

2 . � � � . dD
jDj: � ð3Þ
Assumption D.2. The DM D identifies each A in C with the list of jDj evaluations that he assigns to the characteristics of A. D
lists the evaluations from the one corresponding to the most preferred characteristic to the one corresponding to the less
preferred one. In symbols:
A��D xdD
1

D
½A�; xdD

2

D
½A�; . . . ; xdD

jDj

D
½A�

� �
ð4Þ
where the symbol ��D means ‘‘identification according to D’s viewpoint’’. �
Assumption D.3. The DM D defines a strict preference relation � on C, that is, a binary relation on C satisfying irreflexivity
(8A 2 C;A � A does not hold), completeness (8A;A0 2 C;A � A0 or A0 � A (but not both)) and transitivity (8A;A0;A00 2 C;A � A0

and A0 � A00 imply A � A00). The relation � is represented by a utility function u : C! R, that is, a strictly increasing
real-valued function on the preference order ðC;�Þ, that expresses the importance that D assigns to each alternative in C.
Thus,
8A;A0 2 C; A � A0 () uðAÞ > uðA0Þ: � ð5Þ
Assumption D.4. The DM D fixes a number J;1 6 J 6 jDj, and checks the first J values composing the full descriptions pro-
vided by all the ISs. In other words, the DM fixes a number of characteristics to check in order to compare the available alter-
natives. In symbols:
9 J 2 f1; . . . ; jDjg s:t: 8i ¼ 1; . . . ; n;D checks xdi
1

i
½Ai�; xdi

2

i
½Ai�; . . . ; xdi

J

i
½Ai�

� �
: � ð6Þ
Definition 2. For every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n, we will refer to the J-tuple xdi
1

i
½Ai�; xdi

2

i
½Ai�; . . . ; xdi

J

i
½Ai�

� �
as the J-description of the alterna-

tive Ai. In particular, a J-description corresponds to the full description when J ¼ jDj. �

Henceforth, in both description scenarios above, we will use xdi
1

i
; xdi

2

i
; . . . ; xdi

J

i
� �

in place of xdi
1

i
½Ai�; xdi

2

i
½Ai�; . . . ; xdi

J

i
½Ai�

� �
, since

it is clear that Si is describing the alternative Ai (and that he is doing so from his point of view; see Assumptions IS.2 and IS.3).
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We will analyze the ranking problem faced by the DM D both when he can (or decides to) check the values of all the char-
acteristics of the available alternatives and when he must (or decides to) check the values of only an initial segment of all the
characteristics of the alternatives. In the first case, we will say that D checks the full description of all the alternatives (i.e.,
J ¼ jDj); in the latter case, we will say that D checks a partial description (i.e., J < jDj).

3.3. Subjective perceptions and expected utilities

The fact that D checks either the full description or a partial description of length J < jDj of the alternative Ai (described by
Si) does not imply that D actually envisions the alternative Ai.

Suppose, for instance, that D checks the first value of the full description of Ai provided by Si. This value corresponds to a
certain d-characteristic of Ai. After checking this value, given his subjective perception of the alternatives, D is induced to
consider all the alternatives in C to whose d-characteristic he would assign the same value (from his viewpoint).
Similarly, if D checks the values assigned by Si to more than one characteristic, i.e. the values of a J-description

xdi
1

i
; xdi

2

i
; . . . ; xdi

J

i
� �

, then D is naturally induced to think of all the alternatives A in C such that, for every j ¼ 1; . . . ; J; xdi
j

D
½A� ¼ xdi

j

i
.

Thus, despite the fact that the order in which Si provides the evaluations of the characteristics of the alternative Ai does
not in general coincide with the one that D would follow to describe the same alternative, D can collect together all the alter-
natives that he believes to correspond to the list of evaluations provided by Si and, hence, to be the actual alternative offered
by Si. Following Tavana et al. [44], we can formalize the set of alternatives collected by D as follows.

Definition 3. For every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n, every J ¼ 1; . . . ; jDj and every j ¼ 1; . . . ; J, let sij be the position that the j-th characteristic

in the linear order of Si occupies in the linear order of D. In other words, sij is the index in f1; . . . ; jDjg such that di
j ¼ dD

sij
.

For every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n and J ¼ 1; . . . ; jDj, let:
WiðJÞ ¼ A 2 C : 8j ¼ 1; . . . ; J; xdi
j

i
¼ xdD

sij

D
½A�

� �
: � ð7Þ
Interpretation of WiðJÞ. For every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n;WiðJÞ is the set of all alternatives whose sij-characteristic, with j ¼ 1; . . . ; J,
satisfies the value xi

di
j

according to D’s viewpoint. In other words, WiðJÞ contains all alternatives that D believes could be the

alternative Ai after checking the J-description xdi
1

i
; xdi

2

i
; . . . ; xdi

J

i
� �

. �

Note that by the Assumption (D.3), D also has a strict preference relation on each set of the form WiðJÞ, namely, the restric-
tion of � to WiðJÞ.

Finally, by checking just the evaluations included in a J-description of the alternative Ai, i.e. xdi
1

i
; xdi

2

i
; . . . ; xdi

J

i
� �

;D has no

objective way to know which one of the alternatives he may think of is the actual one offered by Si. Indeed, it could also
be the case that none of the alternatives that D thinks of coincide with the one actually described by Si. Nevertheless, we
can assume D to have subjective beliefs about which alternative is more probable. This can be done by endowing D with
a probability function on WiðJÞ, whose values numerically express how much D believes each of the alternatives in WiðJÞ
to actually be the alternative offered by Si. Thus, we introduce the following assumption.

Assumption D.5. For every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n and J ¼ 1; . . . ; jDj;D defines a subjective probability function lið�jJÞ on WiðJÞ. For every
A 2 C, the value liðAjJÞ is the probability assigned by D to the event ‘‘A actually is the alternative described by Si’’ after

checking the J-description xdi
1

i
; xdi

2

i
; . . . ; xdi

J

i
� �

. �

Once D has defined his beliefs on the basis of the observed J-description, he is able to evaluate the utility he is to expect
from accepting the alternative Ai offered by Si. We define this expected utility as follows.

Definition 4. For every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n and J ¼ 1; . . . ; jDj, the expected utility induced by the J-description xdi
1

i
; xdi

2

i
; . . . ; xdi

J

i
� �

is the

following sum:
Eðu;lijJÞ ¼
X

A2WiðJÞ
uðAÞ � liðAjJÞ: � ð8Þ
To simplify notations, we will use Wi;liðAÞ and Eðu;liÞ in place of WiðJÞ;liðAjJÞ and Eðu;lijJÞ, respectively, whenever
J ¼ jDj.
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4. Introducing the relative coordination index

In this section, we introduce a relative coordination index in order to allow the DM to measure how much his preference
order on the set of characteristics differs from those of the ISs and, at the same time, to make an inner comparison among the
different ISs.

By Assumptions (IS.1) and (D.1), there are nþ 1 linear orders on the set D of all the characteristics composing an alter-
native in C, one for each IS and one for the DM.

If one or more of the linear orders .1, . . ., .n on D coincide with the DM’s linear order . on D, then the DM and the ISs who
share the same linear order on D can be considered completely coordinated.

If none of the linear orders .1; . . . ; .n on D coincides with the DM’s linear order . on D, then the DM and any of the ISs can
be thought of as uncoordinated. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to allow for the existence of different levels of incoordination.
To keep it operationally useful, in the following, we will relate the level of incoordination between D and Si to the problem of
existence of fixed points between the linear orders ðD; .Þ and ðD; .iÞ.

More precisely, we will introduce a method for D to measure his incoordination level with each Si. This method will
exploit the differences between the linear orders ðD; .Þ and ðD; .iÞ and the existence of a fixed point between these linear
orders.
4.1. Fixed points

We will use the following additional notations. For every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n and J ¼ 1; . . . ; jDj,

� D½D; J� denotes the set composed by the first J elements of the linear order ðD; .Þ, that is: D½D; J� ¼ fdD
j : j ¼ 1; . . . ; Jg;

� D½i; J� denotes the set composed by the first J elements of the linear order ðD; .iÞ, that is: D½i; J� ¼ fdi
j : j ¼ 1; . . . ; Jg.

� FijJ : D½D; J� ! D½i; J� is the function defined by

FijJðdD
j Þ ¼ di

j, for every j ¼ 1; . . . ; J.
In particular, when J ¼ jDj, we will use D½D�;D½i� and Fi in place of D½D; jDj�;D½i; jDj� and FijjDj, respectively.

Remark 2. Clearly, for every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n and J ¼ 1; . . . ; jDj, the function FijðJ�1Þ is the restriction of the function FijJ to the
subset of D consisting of its first J characteristics with respect to .. It is also trivial to check that for every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n and
J ¼ 1; . . . ; jDj, the function FijðJ�1Þ is order preserving. �

The concept of fixed point for a function of a set in itself is well-known. In our setting, a characteristic d 2 D is a fixed point
for FijJ if FijJðdÞ ¼ d. In particular, in the J-description scenario, we can interpret a fixed point for FijJ as a characteristic to which
both D and Si assign the same position in their own linear order.

Definition 5. For every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n and J ¼ 1; . . . ; jDj, a fixed point of the function FijJ is a characteristic dD
j , where

j 2 f1; . . . ; Jg, such that:
dD
j ¼ Fi Jj ðdD

j Þ ¼ di
j: � ð9Þ
Motive to consider fixed points: Our key idea to measure the level of incoordination between D and Si is the fol-
lowing. Given J ¼ 1; . . . ; jDj, if FijJ admits fixed points, we can naturally interpret the lowest value of j such that dD

j is a
fixed point for the function FijJ as a measure of the coordination gap existing between the DM D and the IS Si.
If FijJ does not have fixed points in the classical sense, then we must somehow induce the existence of fixed-like
points.

Drawbacks: The concept of fixed point loses completely its meaning if the domain and range of the function FijJ do not
intersect, as it could be the case in a partial description scenario. Thus, while, in the full description scenario, the problem of
finding or creating a fixed point for the function FijJ can be generally considered to be well-posed, in a partial description
scenario, it turns out to be totally artificial.

Thus, we proceed to the analysis of the full description and the partial scenarios, separately.

4.1.1. Rightward shifts and induced fixed points: full description scenario

Suppose that, for every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n;D checks the full description xdi
1

i
; xdi

2

i
; . . . ; xdi

jDj

i
� �

provided by Si.

As discussed above, we need each function Fi to admit a fixed-like point, even when Fi does not have a fixed point in the
standard sense. The idea is to use the position of the least fixed-like point as a measure of the coordination gap existing
between D and Si.
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In order to introduce a fixed-like point for every function Fi, we define a family of translation functions that allows D to
suitably shift rightwards his linear order until a fixed point is reached. These translation functions are formalized in the fol-
lowing definition.

Definition 6. For every k ¼ 0;1; . . . ; jDj � 1, let Tk : ðfdD
1 ; . . . ; dD

jDj�kg; .Þ ! ðfd
D
1þk; . . . ; dD

jDjg; .Þ be the function defined by:
8j ¼ 1; . . . ; jDj � k; TkðdD
j Þ ¼ dD

jþk: ð10Þ
We will refer to Tk as the rightward shift of ðD; .Þ of k positions (in short: k-RWS). The family of functions
fTk : k ¼ 1; . . . ; jDj � 1g is the family of all possible rightward shifts of ðD; .Þ. In particular, the 0-RWS, T0, coincides with
the identity map of ðD; .Þ; this RWS will be referred to as the trivial RWS. �

Interpretation of RWS: The function Tk formalizes a shift of k positions towards the right of the linear order ðD; .Þ with
respect to the linear order ðD; .iÞ. By means of this shift, the linear order ðD; .Þ is displaced in a way that the j-th characteristic
of the DM ‘‘advances’’ k positions and, hence, corresponds to the ðjþ kÞ-th characteristic of Si under the function Fi. The fol-
lowing simple example provides further intuition for the use of RWSs. �

Example 1. Suppose that the set of alternatives C consists of wine bottles and that each bottle can be described by a
maximum of four characteristics:
D ¼ falcohol content; color; smell; aftertasteg: ð11Þ
Suppose that the DM linearly orders the set of characteristics, D, as follows:
aftertaste . color . alcohol content . smell: ð16Þ
Thus, aftertaste ¼ dD
1 ; color ¼ dD

2 ; alcohol content ¼ dD
3 ; smell ¼ dD

4 ; jDj ¼ 4 and k ¼ 0;1;2;3. It is possible to define up to three
non-trivial RWS of ðD; .Þ, namely:

� T1 : ðfdD
1 ; d

D
2 ; d

D
3g; .Þ ! ðfd

D
2 ; d

D
3 ; d

D
4g; .Þ defined by:
T1ðdD
1 Þ ¼ dD

2 ; T1ðdD
2 Þ ¼ dD

3 ; T1ðdD
3 Þ ¼ dD

4 ;
� T2 : ðfdD
1 ; d

D
2g; .Þ ! ðfd

D
3 ; d

D
4g; .Þ defined by:
T2ðdD
1 Þ ¼ dD

3 ; T2ðdD
2 Þ ¼ dD

4 ;
� T3 : ðfdD
1g; .Þ ! ðfd

D
4g; .Þ defined by:
T3ðdD
1 Þ ¼ dD

4 :
Fig. 1 represents this family of functions.�

Clearly, for every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n and every k ¼ 0;1; . . . ; jDj � 1, it is possible to compose the function Fi with the k-RWS, Tk.
Fig. 2 shows the composition Fi � T1 when, as in Example 1, the alternatives can be described by a maximum of four
characteristics.

It is clear that:

Proposition 1. Fi has a fixed point if and only if Fi � T0 has a fixed point. �
Theorem 1. For every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n and every j ¼ 1;2; . . . ; jDj, the following are equivalent:

(a) 9h P j such that dD
j ¼ di

h;

(b) 9kij 2 f0;1; . . . ; jDj � 1g such that the characteristic dD
j is a fixed point of the function Fi � Tkij

, that is,

dD
j ¼ FiðTkij

ðdD
j ÞÞ ¼ di

jþkij
.

Proof. Fix i 2 f1; . . . ;ng and j 2 f1;2; . . . ; jDjg. We proceed by showing ðaÞ ) ðbÞ and negation of ðaÞ ) negation of ðbÞ.
‘‘ðaÞ ) ðbÞ’’: Suppose that there exists h P j such that dD

j ¼ di
h. If dD

j ¼ di
j, then dD

j is a fixed point for Fi ¼ Fi � T0 and we are

done (the claim is true for kij ¼ 0). If dD
j ¼ di

h for some h > j, then we have dD
j ¼ FiðTh�1ðdD

j ÞÞ ¼ di
jþh�1, that is, dD

j is a fixed point
for Fi � Th�1. Hence, the claim is true for kij ¼ h� 1.



Fig. 1. Non-trivial RWS of ðD; .Þ when D consists of 4 characteristics.
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‘‘negation of ðaÞ ) negation of ðbÞ’’: Suppose now that there exists h < j such that dD
j ¼ di

h. Then, the characteristic dD
j

occupies the j-th position w.r.t. the linear order ðD; .Þ of D and a position on the left of the j-th one in the linear order ðD; .iÞ of
Si. Hence, no RWS allows D to obtain dD

j as a fixed point w.r.t. Si. h
Corollary 1. For every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n, there exists ki1 2 f0;1; . . . ; jDj � 1g such that the first characteristic dD
1 is a fixed point of the

function Fi � Tki1
.

Proof. Fix i 2 f1; . . . ;ng. It is immediate to observe that there exists h P 1 such that dD
1 ¼ di

h. Apply Theorem 1. h
Corollary 2. For every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n, there exists k	i 2 f0;1; . . . ; jDj � 1g such that the function Fi � Tk	i
has a fixed point, that is:
9k	i 2 f0;1; . . . ; jDj � 1g 9j 2 f1; . . . ; jDjg : dD
j ¼ FiðTk	i

ðdD
j ÞÞ ¼ di

jþk	i
: �



Fig. 2. Composite function Fi � T1 when D consists of 4 characteristics.
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Example 2. As in Example 1, let the set of alternatives C consist of wine bottles, each of which can be described by a max-
imum of four characteristics, D ¼ falcohol content; color; smell; aftertasteg, and let D order the characteristics as follows,
‘‘aftertaste . color . alcohol content . smell’’. Thus, aftertaste ¼ dD

1 ; color ¼ dD
2 ; alcohol content ¼ dD

3 ; smell ¼ dD
4 .

Suppose that D consults three ISs, each of them endowed with a linear order on D different from the one of D. More pre-
cisely, assume that:

� S1 orders D as follows, ‘‘alcohol content .1 color .1 smell .1 aftertaste’’, that is:
alcohol content ¼ d1
1; color ¼ d1

2; smell ¼ d1
3; aftertaste ¼ d1

4:
� S2 orders D as follows, ‘‘smell .2 alcohol content .2 color .2 aftertaste’’, that is:
smell ¼ d2
1; alcohol content ¼ d2

2; color ¼ d2
3; aftertaste ¼ d2

4:
� S3 orders D as follows, ‘‘color .3 alcohol content .3 smell .3 aftertaste’’, that is:
color ¼ d3
1; alcohol content ¼ d3

2; smell ¼ d3
3; aftertaste ¼ d3

4:

The function F1 already has a fixed point, i.e. the characteristic color. Thus, the composite function F1 � T0, where T0 is the
trivial RWS, has the same fixed point. See Fig. 3(a).

To obtain a fixed point w.r.t. S2;D may apply the RWS of 1 position, T1, followed by F2. In this case, the characteristic color
is the fixed point of F2 � T1. Alternatively, D may also apply the RWS of 3 positions, T3, followed by F2. In this case, the char-
acteristic aftertaste is the fixed point of F2 � T3. See Fig. 3(b).

Finally, to get to a fixed point w.r.t. S3;D must apply the RWS of 3 positions, T3, followed by F3. The characteristic aftertaste
is the fixed point of F3 � T3. See Fig. 3(c). �

Definition 7. For every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n, a fixed point of the function Fi � Tk	i
will be called a ðk	i Þ-RWS-induced fixed point of D w.r.t.

Si. �
4.1.2. Rightward shifts and induced fixed points: partial description scenario
Suppose now that, for every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n, the DM checks a partial description of fixed length J < jDj provided by Si, that is,

xdi
1

i
; xdi

2

i
; . . . ; xdi

J

i
� �

. In this case, Theorem 1 still guarantees that a fixed point can be reached, but the DM may not have enough

information to actually reach it.
Consider, for example, D and the ISs of Example 2. If D checks only the first characteristic of each available alternative,

that is, a partial description of length J ¼ 1 < 4 ¼ jDj, then D is unable to establish the existence of a fixed point, or to find
the RWS necessary to induce one. Similar considerations hold, particularly for S2 and S3, if we assume that D checks a partial
description of length J ¼ 2 < 4 ¼ jDj.



Fig. 3. Composite functions Fi � Tk for the DM to compare three different sources when jDj ¼ 4.
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The case where D checks a partial description of length J ¼ 3 < 4 ¼ jDj is slightly different: even though D does not check
the value of the last characteristic, he can easily deduce whether this last characteristic is a fixed point or a RWS-induced
fixed point for the function Fi. In particular, after checking the first three characteristics displayed by S3;D knows that,
according to S3’s linear order, the fourth characteristic is aftertaste and, hence, he can deduce that the characteristic aftertaste
is the 3-RWS-induced fixed point for F3.

4.2. Coordination gaps and relative coordination indexes

On the basis of all the considerations above, we can now formulate the definition of coordination gap and relative coor-
dination index in a generic J-description scenario, where J 6 jDj.
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Firstly, to guarantee that the relative coordination index is well-defined (that is, not ambiguously defined), we need to
formulate a definition that relies on the ‘‘smallest’’ possible RWS necessary for D to reach a fixed point. The following def-
inition and the proposition after it are introduced to this end.

Definition 8. For every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n and J ¼ 1; . . . ; jDj, let
� UijJ denote the set of indexes j corresponding to the position of a fixed point of FijJ in the restricted linear order

ðfdD
1 ; . . . ; dD

J g; .Þ; that is:
UijJ ¼
deffj : 1 6 j 6 J ^ dD

j is a fixed point for FijJg; ð12Þ
� WijJ denote the set of indexes k	i corresponding to the position of a ðk	i Þ-RWS-induced fixed point for FijJ in the restricted

linear order ðfdD
1 ; . . . ; dD

J g; .Þ; that is:
WijJ ¼
deffk	i : 1 6 k	i 6 J � 1 ^ FijJ � Tk	i

has a fixed pointg: � ð13Þ

Note that, for every J ¼ 1; . . . ; jDj; FijJ having a fixed point is equivalent to Fi having a fixed point and
min UijJ ¼min Ui jDjj 6 J. On the other hand, if FijJ does not admit a fixed point, then:

(a) in the full description scenario, we can apply Theorem 1 and obtain a ðk	i Þ-RWS-induced fixed point of D w.r.t. Si

(hence, WijJ is surely non-empty);
(b) in the a partial description scenario, there is no guarantee of finding a RWS-induced fixed point (i.e., WijJ could be

empty).

More precisely, except for the cases when J ¼ jDj � 1 and J ¼ jDj;UijJ ¼ Ø does not imply WijJ – Ø.
The following proposition is now easy to check.

Proposition 2. Let i ¼ 1; . . . ;n.
(a) For every J ¼ 1; . . . ; jDj; FijJ admits a fixed point if and only if UijJ – Ø;
(b) For every J ¼ 1; . . . ; jDj; 9k	i 2 1; . . . ; J � 1 s.t. FijJ � Tk	i

admits a fixed point if and only if Wi Jj – Ø;
(c) If UijJ ¼ Ø and either J ¼ jDj or J ¼ jDj � 1, then WijJ – Ø.
(d) If UijJ ¼ Ø and J < jDj � 1, then both WijJ – Ø and WijJ ¼ Ø are possible. �

We propose the following method to evaluate the coordination level between the DM and any of the ISs.

Definition 9. For every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n and J ¼ 1; . . . ; jDj, the coordination gap between D and Si induced by the J-description

xdi
1

i
; xdi

2

i
; . . . ; xdi

J

i
� �

, denoted by cðD; SijJÞ, is calculated as follows:
cðD; SijJÞ ¼
ðmin UijJÞ � 1; if UijJ – Ø
ðmin WijJÞ þ jDj � 1; if UijJ ¼ Ø ^ ðJ ¼ jDj � 1 _ ðJ < jDj � 1 ^WijJ – ØÞÞ
2ðJ � 1Þ þ 1; if UijJ ¼ Ø ^ J < jDj � 1 ^ WijJ ¼ Ø

8><
>: ð14Þ
where min UijJ and min WijJ are calculated w.r.t. the standard linear order of R. When J ¼ jDj (i.e. full description scenario), we
will use cðD; SiÞ in place of cðD; Si jDjj Þ. �
Remark 3. The intuition behind this definition: By Definition 9, min UijJ is the position of the first fixed point of Fi Jj to be met

in the linear order dD
1 . dD

2 . � � � . dD
jDj, while min WijJ is the minimal number of positions that D must shift rightwards in order

to reach a fixed point w.r.t. Si. When Ui Jj – Ø, we subtract �1 to ensure that there is no coordination gap when the fixed point
is the first characteristic. When Ui Jj ¼ Ø, we add jDj � 1 to account for the fact that there is no fixed point among the first J
characteristics described by Si and, as a result, D must start shifting rightwards. The third case implies that if no fixed point
can be found after shifting rightwards through the set of J characteristics checked by the DM, the value 2ðJ � 1Þ þ 1 is
assigned by default to measure the coordination gap. This value is the minimum integer indicating that there is no fixed
point or induced fixed point among the first J characteristics observed by the DM when J < jDj � 1. �

Finally, we define the DM’s relative coordination index, that is, an index that allows D to rank the alternatives offered by
the different ISs in any description scenario. The higher is the gap in coordination between D and the source, the lower D will
rank the source.
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Definition 10. For every J ¼ 1; . . . ; jDj, let IcjJ : fSi : i ¼ 1; . . . ;ng ! ½0;1� be the function defined as follows:
IcjJðSiÞ ¼

1� cðD;Si Jj Þ
maxf1;maxfcðD;Si jJÞ:i¼1;...;ngg ;

if UijJ – Ø _ ðUijJ ¼ Ø ^ ðJ ¼ jDj _ J ¼ jDj � 1 _ ðJ < jDj � 1 ^WijJ – ØÞÞÞ
1� cðD;Si jJÞ

maxf1;maxfcðD;Si jJÞ:i¼1;...;ngg �
J
jDj ;

if UijJ ¼ Ø ^ J < jDj � 1 ^WijJ ¼ Ø

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð15Þ
IcjJðSiÞ will be referred to as D ’s relative coordination index for Si induced by the J-description. When J ¼ jDj (i.e. full description
scenario), we will use IcðSiÞ in place of Ic jDjj ðSiÞ. �

Note that the maximum value of the index Ic Jj ðSiÞ is 1 (for cðD; SijJÞ ¼ 0), while its minimum value is 0 (for
cðD; SijJÞ ¼maxfcðD; SijJÞ : i ¼ 1; . . . ;ng) provided that J ¼ jDj.

Remark 4. The intuition behind this definition: In Eq. (15), the denominators on the right-hand-side have been defined so as
to avoid divisions by zero. The factor J

jDj weights the second case based on the number of observations acquired by the DM

whenever an induced fixed point is not reached. That is, the shorter is the J-description checked per alternative, the lower
weight is given to the fact of not being able to reach a fixed point within the characteristics observed. �

Clearly, cðD; SijJÞ and IcjJðSiÞ coincide with cðD; SiÞ and IcðSiÞ, respectively, when

� J ¼ jDj, i.e. the DM checks the full description provided by each source;
� J < jDj and the DM finds either a fixed point or an RWS-induced fixed point within the first J characteristics.

Thus, we can state the following criterion that the DM can apply in all description scenarios.
Coordination Ranking Criterion
Let J 2 f1; . . . ; jDjg and the DM D check the J-description provided by all the ISs, S1; . . . ; Sn. D calculates and ranks the

values IcjJðS1Þ, . . ., IcjJðSnÞ from the highest to the lowest one. The closer the value IcjJðSiÞ is to 1, the higher the syn-

chronicity level between D and Si.
Example 3. Let C;D and the linear orders of D; S1; S2; S3 be defined as in Example 2.
Suppose first that D checks the full description of the alternatives offered by the ISs. The coordination gaps between D and

each IS are the following:
cðD; S1Þ ¼ 1
cðD; S2Þ ¼ 1þ jDj � 1 ¼ 4
cðD; S3Þ ¼ 3þ jDj � 1 ¼ 6:

ð16Þ
Hence, D’s relative coordination indexes for S1; S2; S3 are:
IcðS1Þ ¼ 1� 1
6
¼ 5

6
; IcðS2Þ ¼ 1� 4

6
¼ 1

3
; IcðS3Þ ¼ 1� 6

6
¼ 0: ð17Þ
Thus, in the full description scenario, D ranks S1 as the IS with who he shares the highest level of coordination.
Suppose now that D checks a partial description of length J ¼ 2 < 4 ¼ jDj for each of the three available alternatives

A1;A2;A3. The coordination gaps between D and each IS induced by the corresponding 2-descriptions are the following:
cðD; S1j2Þ ¼ 1
(since F1j2 has a fixed point)
cðD; S2j2Þ ¼ 2ðJ � 1Þ þ 1 ¼ 3
ðsince F2j2has no fixed point; J ¼ 2 < 3 ¼ jDj � 1 and W2j2 ¼ ØÞ ð18Þ
cðD; S3j2Þ ¼ 2ðJ � 1Þ þ 1 ¼ 3
(since F3j2 has no fixed point, J ¼ 2 < 3 ¼ jDj � 1 and W3j2 ¼ Ø).
Hence, D’s relative coordination indexes for S1; S2; S3, induced by the corresponding 2-descriptions, are:
Icj2ðS1Þ ¼ 1� 1
3
¼ 2

3
; Icj2ðS2Þ ¼ 1� 3

3
� 2
4
¼ 1

2
; Icj2ðS3Þ ¼ 1� 3

3
� 2
4
¼ 1

2
: ð19Þ
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It follows that, in the 2-description scenario, D ranks again S1 as the IS with who he shares the highest level of coordination,
while S2 and S2 are both ranked second. �

5. The relative synchronization index

To simplify notations, in this section, we identify the j-th characteristic dD
j with its position in the preference order ðD; .Þ of

the DM D, that is, with the position j. At the same time, we also identify the j-th characteristic di
j of the alternative Ai of Si with

the position it occupies in the preference order of D, that is, with the position sij such that di
j ¼ dD

sij
. This allows us to schema-

tize the DM’s comparisons between his way of ordering the characteristics and that of each of the available ISs using a
ðnþ 1Þ 
 ðjDj þ 1Þ matrix. The last row of this matrix will consist of D and the list of positions 1; . . . ; jDj. The i-th row will
display Si, where i ¼ 1; . . . ;n, and the characteristics as ordered by Si but seen from the point of view of D. That is, the
i-th row of the matrix will be as follows: Si; si1; . . . ; sijDj.

Example 4. Consider the situation described in Examples 2 and 3. We can schematize and analyze D’s viewpoint by using
the following matrix:
ð20Þ
The element between the angle brackets in the row corresponding to S1 signals the fixed point of D with respect to S1, that is,
the fixed point of F1. �

We design now a synchronization index that will account for the differences between the rankings assigned to the char-
acteristics by D and the ISs. This synchronization index is a purely ordinal measure of these differences and is based on the
‘‘vertical distances’’ existing between the order assigned by the DM to the characteristics of the alternatives and the order
assigned by ISs.

The definition we propose applies both to the full description scenario and to the partial description one.

Definition 11. For every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n and J ¼ 1; . . . ; jDj, the synchronicity gap between D and Si induced by the J-description

xdi
1

i
; xdi

2

i
; . . . ; xdi

J

i
� �

, denoted by rðD; SijJÞ, is calculated as follows:
rðD; SijJÞ ¼

XjDj
j¼1

jsij � jj; if J ¼ jDj _ J ¼ jDj � 1

XJ

j¼1

jsij � jj; if J < jDj � 1

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð21Þ
where, for every j ¼ 1; . . . ; J; sij is such that di
j ¼ dD

sij
. In the case when J ¼ jDj (i.e. full description scenario), we will use rðD; SiÞ

in place of rðD; SijjDjÞ. �
Remark 5. The intuition behind this definition: As stated in Section 4.1.2, in case the DM checks a J-description

xdi
1

i
; xdi

2

i
; . . . ; xdi

J

i
� �

where J ¼ jDj � 1, he can easily deduce the missing characteristic. This is the reason for the two cases in

Eq. (21). �
A relative synchronicity index can be defined on the basis of the highest gap and used as a base relative to which the other

distances will be calculated.

Definition 12. For every J ¼ 1; . . . ; jDj, let IrjJ : fSi : i ¼ 1; . . . ;ng ! ½0;1� be the function defined as follows:
IrjJðSiÞ ¼
1� rðD;Si jJÞ

maxf1;maxfrðD;Si jJÞ:i¼1;...;ngg ; if J ¼ jDj _ J ¼ jDj � 1

1� rðD;Si jJÞ
maxf1;maxfrðD;Si jJÞ:i¼1;...;ngg

� �
� J
jDj ; if J < jDj � 1

8<
: ð22Þ
We will refer to the value IrjJðSiÞ as D’s relative synchronicity index for Si induced by the J-description xdi
1

i
; xdi

2

i
; . . . ; xdi

J

i
� �

. In the

case when J ¼ jDj (i.e. full description scenario), we will use IrðSiÞ in place of IrjjDjðSiÞ. �
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Remark 6. The intuition behind this definition: The cases described in Eq. (22) follow the same intuition as the cases intro-
duced in Eq. (15). The factor J

jDj in the second case of Eq. (22) weights the value of the relative synchronicity index based on

the number of observations acquired by the DM w.r.t. the total number of characteristics of an alternative. The lower the
number of observations acquired, the lower the number of comparisons performed by the DM and, therefore, the strength
of the index. �

Synchronicity Ranking Criterion
Let J 2 f1; . . . ; jDjg and the DM D check the J-description provided by all the ISs, S1; . . . ; Sn.

D calculates and ranks the values IrjJðS1Þ, . . ., IrjJðSnÞ from the highest to the lowest one. The closer the value IrjJðSiÞ is

to 1, the higher the synchronicity level between D and Si.
Example 5. Consider the situation described in Examples 2 and 3 and the corresponding matrix (already introduced in
Example 4):
ð23Þ
Suppose that D checks the full description provided by each Si. The synchronicity gaps between D and the ISs are the
following:
rðD; S1Þ ¼ j3� 1j þ j2� 2j þ j4� 3j þ j1� 4j ¼ 6
rðD; S2Þ ¼ j4� 1j þ j3� 2j þ j2� 3j þ j1� 4j ¼ 8
rðD; S3Þ ¼ j2� 1j þ j3� 2j þ j4� 3j þ j1� 4j ¼ 6:

ð24Þ
Hence, D’s relative synchronicity indexes for S1; S2; S3 are:
IrðS1Þ ¼ 1� 6
8
¼ 1

4
; IrðS2Þ ¼ 1� 8

8
¼ 0; IrðS3Þ ¼ 1� 6

8
¼ 1

4
: ð25Þ
Suppose now that D checks the 2-description provided by each Si. The synchronicity gaps between D and the ISs decrease:
rðD; S1j2Þ ¼ j3� 1j þ j2� 2j ¼ 2
rðD; S2j2Þ ¼ j4� 1j þ j3� 2j ¼ 4
rðD; S3Þ ¼ j2� 1j þ j3� 2j ¼ 2

ð26Þ
while D’s relative synchronicity indexes for S1; S2; S3 clearly increase:
Irj2ðS1Þ ¼ 1� 2
4

� �
� 2
4
¼ 1

4
; Irj2ðS2Þ ¼ 1� 4

4

� �
� 2
4
¼ 0; Irj2ðS3Þ ¼ 1� 2

4

� �
� 2
4
¼ 1

4
: ð27Þ
Thus, in both the full description and the 2-description scenarios, D ranks S1 and S3 as the most synchronized ISs. �
6. Coordination vs synchronicity at work: a numerical example

Consider the order situation represented by the following matrix and suppose that D checks the full description provided
by each Si.
ð28Þ
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The elements between the angle brackets in the rows corresponding to S1 and S3 signal the fixed points of D with respect
to S1 and S3, respectively. That is, the characteristic dD

3 is a fixed point for F1, while the characteristic dD
5 is a fixed point for F3.

The elements over-lined by an arrow indicate the closest position of the fixed point that D can obtain after a RWS w.r.t. S2

and S4, respectively. More precisely, we have min W2 jDjj ¼ 2 and min W4 jDjj ¼ 1. Thus, D needs to apply the 2-RWS to reach a
fixed point w.r.t. S2 (hence, a fixed point of F2 � T2) and the 1-RWS to reach a fixed point w.r.t. S4 (hence, a fixed point of
F4 � T1).

Since the DM has just one fixed point w.r.t. S1 located in position 3 and just one fixed point w.r.t. S3 in position 5, we have:
cðD; S1Þ ¼ 2 and cðD; S3Þ ¼ 4: ð29Þ
However, the synchronicity gap between D and S3 is smaller than the one between D and S1:
rðD; S1Þ ¼ 34 and rðD; S3Þ ¼ 28: ð30Þ
Similarly, the DM reaches the closest possible fixed point w.r.t. S4 after a rightward shift of 1 position, while he needs to shift
rightwards 2 positions in order to obtain the closest possible fixed point w.r.t. S2. Hence:
cðD; S2Þ ¼ 2þ jDj � 1 ¼ 11 and cðD; S4Þ ¼ 1þ jDj � 1 ¼ 10: ð31Þ
At the same time, the synchronicity gap between D and S2 is smaller than the one between D and S4:
rðD; S2Þ ¼ 32 and rðD; S4Þ ¼ 50: ð32Þ
Finally, note that there is no direct link between the position of the fixed point (original or induced) w.r.t. a source and the
level of synchronicity with the source. In particular, the fixed point converging to position 1 does not imply the synchronicity
gap converging to 0 (i.e., the relative synchronicity index converging to 1). Consider, for example, S1 and S2. D assigns to S2 a
relative synchronicity index of IrðS2Þ ¼ 1� 32

50 ¼ 9
25, which is higher than the one he assigns to S1; I

rðS1Þ ¼ 1� 34
50 ¼ 8

25, despite
the latter source allowing for a fixed point located almost immediately after position 1.

Similar considerations apply in any partial description scenario.

7. Main result: ordinal reliability rankings

Fix J 2 f1; . . . ; jDjg and consider the general case when, for every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n, the DM checks the J-description provided by

Si, that is, xdi
1

i
; xdi

2

i
; . . . ; xdi

J

i
� �

.

After the DM D has observed the J-description provided by each source, he can calculate the expected utility (see
Definition 4) of each of the available alternatives on the basis of his subjective beliefs (see Assumption (D.5)) and then rank
the expected utility values obtained.

We propose the following criterion in order to obtain a ranking as satisfying as possible: D must scale the expected utility
values induced by the J-descriptions using the corresponding relative coordination and synchronicity indexes. The ranking
criterion proposed is schematized below.
Ordinal Reliability Ranking (ORR) Criterion

Let J 2 f1; . . . ; jDjg and the DM D check the J-description provided by all the ISs, S1; . . . ; Sn.
Step I
D fixes two weights wc;wr 2 ½0;1� such that wc þwr ¼ 1.

Step II
For every i ¼ 1; . . . ; n;D calculates the following weighted expected utility:

XðSiÞ ¼
def

wcIcjJðSiÞ þwrIrjJðSiÞ
� �

� Eðu;lijJÞ ¼ wcIcjJðSiÞ þwrIrjJðSiÞ
� �

�
P

A2WiðJÞuðAÞ � liðAjJÞ
Step III
D ranks the values XðS1Þ, . . ., XðSnÞ from the highest to the lowest one.
If, in particular, J ¼ jDj, then the weighted expected utilities XðSiÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . ;n, can be written as follows:
XðSiÞ ¼
def

wcIcðSiÞ þwrIrðSiÞ
� 	

� Eðu;liÞ ¼ wcIcðSiÞ þwrIrðSiÞ
� 	

�
X

A2Wi
uðAÞ � liðAÞ
Interpretation of weights. The weights wc;wr 2 ½0;1� have been introduced to account for any potential subjective bias
on the importance of the indexes considered by the DM. �

Fix i ¼ 1; . . . ;n and let J ¼ jDj. It may happen that D’s linear order . coincides with Si’s linear order .i. In this case, both the
relative coordination index IcðSiÞ and the relative synchronicity index IrðSiÞ that D assigns to Si would equal 1 (see Definition
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12). As a consequence, independently from the weights wc;wr 2 ½0;1� assigned by the DM, the total weight assigned to the
expected utility Eðu;liÞ will be 1, that is:� 	
wcIcðSiÞ þwrIrðSiÞ ¼ 1: ð33Þ

It follows that:
XðSiÞ ¼
def

wcIcðSiÞ þwrIrðSiÞ
� 	

� Eðu;liÞ ¼ wc þwr
� 	

� Eðu;liÞ ¼ Eðu;liÞ: ð34Þ
Hence, D will have to rank the alternative offered by Si using the ‘‘full’’ expected utility delivered by this alternative. Note
that Eqs. (33) and (34) still hold for IcjJðSiÞ and IrjJðSiÞ when J ¼ jDj � 1 and D’s linear order . coincides with Si’s linear
order .i. That is:
wcIcjjDj�1ðSiÞ þwrIrjjDj�1ðSiÞ
� �

¼ 1

XðSiÞ ¼
def

wcIcjjDj�1ðSiÞ þwrIrjjDj�1ðSiÞ
� �

� Eðu;liÞ ¼ wc þwr
� 	

� Eðu;liÞ ¼ Eðu;liÞ:
ð35Þ
Finally, note that when J < jDj � 1, in order for D to rank the alternative using its ‘‘full’’ expected utility it would not suf-
fice that . and .i coincide on the first J characteristics. Indeed, by Definition 12, IrjJðSiÞ – 1 whenever J < jDj � 1.

Thus, the following corollary of the weighted expected utility criterion holds.
Ranking Criterion for Coordinated and Synchronized Sources

If:

� J ¼ jDj or J ¼ jDj � 1;
� D check the J-description provided by all the ISs, S1; . . . ; Sn;

� for every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n, the first J elements in D coincide for both D (w.r.t. the linear order .) and Si (w.r.t. the linear

order .i).

Then:

Step 1.I

For every i ¼ 1; . . . ;n;D calculates the weighted expected utility: XðSiÞ ¼ Eðu;liÞ.
Step 1.II
D ranks the values XðS1Þ, . . ., XðSnÞ from the highest to the lowest one.
Fig. 4. DM evaluates his coordination levels with respect to the information senders.



Fig. 5. DM evaluates his synchronization levels with respect to the information senders.

Fig. 6. DM ranks the information senders and, hence, the alternatives.
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Figs. 4–6 provide a graphical description summarizing the three phases that the DM must go through in order to rank the
alternatives based on the method proposed in this paper.
8. Conclusion

We have introduced a novel and easy to implement ORR criterion on which the DMs can base their choice from a set of
alternatives described by different information sources. We have relied on the differences in preference orders existing
between the DM and the information sources in order to determine the evaluation frictions expected to be encountered
by the DM after choosing one of the alternatives presented.

The ORR criterion allows, in particular, to generalize the bilateral trade model described by Tavana et al. [44] to a mul-
tilateral setting where each DM has to rank the other DMs before deciding who among them to exchange products with.
More precisely, assume that there are n DMs, D1, . . ., Dn, each of them endowed with a product that they can exchange with
any of the other DMs. The ‘‘manipulation-free’’ requirements R.1 to R.4 assumed by Tavana et al. [44] can be easily adapted to
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imply the existence of J < jDj initial characteristics that coincide for Di and each one of the other DMs, Dk; k – i. The ORR cri-
terion can be then used by each Di to rank all the other DMs, Dk; k – i, before exchanging products.

Finally, it should be noted that we have left aside strategic considerations regarding the information transmitted among
DMs. That is, the way and order in which information is displayed can be determined strategically to influence the choice
behavior of the DMs [38,13]. Choice manipulation instruments range from standard framing effects [49,28] to information
display and signaling strategies when searching online [19,30,32,10,16]. In this latter case, the ORR criterion can be modified
and adapted to account for reputation and trust in sequential information acquisition environments.
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